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The successful operation of Bitcoin has made its underlying blockchain
technology receive wide attention. As the application scenarios of blockchain
technology are enriched, the requirements for its performance are getting higher.
Therefore, it is of utmost importance to effectively solve the problem of high-
performance data interaction in the blockchain. In this paper, based on relevant
domestic and foreign research literature, we start from the development history of
blockchain technology and review the relevant research work on improving the
performance of blockchain from three perspectives: on-chain interaction
technology, off-chain interaction technology, and cross-chain interaction
technology in turn. The on-chain and off-chain interaction technologies
improve performance by improving the architecture of the blockchain system.
The performance improvement solution of on-chain interaction technology is to
modify and optimize the basic protocol and architecture of the blockchain itself to
achieve a performance improvement. Still, the impact of this approach is limited in
terms of performance improvement. The performance improvement solution of
off-chain interaction technology is to transfer part of the data processing to off-
chain and only return the final result to on-chain for storage and recording, which
reduces the burden of on-chain operation and improves the efficiency of data
processing. In terms of cross-chain interaction technology, this paper analyses
four mainstream technology, namely, Notary Scheme, Side chain and Chain relay,
Hash-Locking, and Distributed Private Key Control, and ultimately concludes
through comparative analysis that cross-chain technology has a significant
impact on improving blockchain performance. Finally, the paper provides a
systematic overview of the above and an outlook on the possible future
development of technologies related to enhancing blockchain performance.
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1 Introduction

A user named “Satoshi Nakamoto” started the blockchain technology (BT) by proposing
a decentralized Bitcoin system in a paper published on the internet called “Bitcoin: A Peer-
to-Peer Electronic Cash System” (Nakamoto, 2008). In simple terms, blockchain is a chain
data system that connects blocks containing data in chronological order. It ensures the
anonymity of data by using cryptography (2) principle, and makes the system decentralized
by managing the authority of nodes in the whole network through consensus protocol. Based
on BT, various approaches have been established to apply to finance, supply chain,
government and other areas. Although BT has many excellent features and can solve
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many practical problems, if we really want to make its robust large-
scale application, we must consider its interaction efficiency and
application deployment. In different development stages of BT, its
interaction efficiency has always been the focus of academia and
industry. Currently, the existing blockchain generation technologies
can be divided into three categories: Blockchain 1.0, Blockchain
2.0 and Blockchain 2. x. Among the Blockchain 2. x generation, in
addition to the technological development of single-chain, there
exist various technological solutions represented by cross-chain
technology to try to solve the efficiency bottleneck problem of
blockchain.

1.1 Intergenerational development of BT

Blockchain 1.0 (shown in Figure 1) is a cryptocurrency
represented by Bitcoin, encrypted by the trader’s private key for
transactions, allowing any transaction to be completed directly by
both parties through the blockchain without needing third-party
management. For the Bitcoin network, the system’s efficiency,
security and fairness can be assessed by four performance metrics:
transaction throughput (TPS), network latency, number of forks and
mining rewards. Most existing studies assessing the performance of
the Bitcoin network have focused on the impact of block
dissemination latency concerning the number of forks generated
and its concomitant impact on network security and availability
(Decker and Wattenhofer, 2013; Neudecker and Hartenstein, 2019;
Shahsavari et al., 2019; Sompolinsky and Zohar, 2015). With the
technological development of blockchain 1.0, people started to develop
emerging applications beyond cryptocurrencies on blockchain
systemsHowever, stability, efficiency and performance have not
been a concern by people (Lone and Naaz, 2020). The blockchain,
which originated from the underlying technology of Bitcoin, has a
single function because it focuses on transactions and has not yet paid

attention to the performance of the block itself and traceability. With
the emergence of blockchain 2.0 technology mainly based on
Ethereum, especially with its Turing-complete smart contract
technology, BT has broken the limitation of being unable to break
through the closed loop of its information in the past.

Ethereum, a representative technology of Blockchain 2.0 (shown
in Figure 2) with programmable smart contract technology, has its
code transaction protocol that passively executes contract terms to
complete transactions based on logical conditions (Wood, 2014)
that opens up a new era of interaction with real-world technologies.
Transactions are initiated based on blockchain by multi-party
agreements with electronic signatures, and smart contracts
embedded with contractual terms and conditions are invoked
after broadcast at each node of the blockchain network to
function by executing computer programs. With the help of
Ethereum technology, BT has been applied to other fields.
Gradually, private and consortium chains have emerged that
meet the needs of each industry itself, such as business processes
(Prybila et al., 2020), data source traceability (Ruan et al., 2019;
Sigwart et al., 2019; LIU Jia-qi and LIU, 2022), supply chain
management (Tian, 2016), healthcare (Mettler, 2016), and
intellectual property (Ajay et al., 2018). However, the
representative platforms of blockchain 2.0, such as Ethereum in
the data layer and consensus layer, need to be optimized in terms of
algorithm mechanism, accommodation capacity and execution
mode, and the performance bottleneck needs to be addressed at
the architectural level (Wang and Chu, 2020). Meanwhile, not only
does the network architecture affect the efficiency and system
performance of satisfying contract execution, but the execution
space inside the system limits the connection between contracts
and off-chain data, resulting in the inability to link data assets
between multiple chains.

The consortium chain (shown in Figure 3) can act as a transition
technology between blockchain 2.0 and blockchain 3.0 and is often

FIGURE 1
The development process of Bitcoin technology.
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considered blockchain generation 2. X (Buterin, 2015), thus laying
the foundation for cross-chain and multi-chain technologies. The
consortium chain can be used in industry-specific alliances or
organizations that collaborate and maintain the blockchain and
have higher requirements for security and performance. The
Hyperledger Fabric system is a typical example of the consortium
chain, which allows only licensed business alliances to organize,
share and maintain the system, emphasizes collaboration between
organizations in the same industry or across borders while not being
fully decentralized, and is an important direction for the future
development of blockchain. The consortium chain is oriented to
specific industrial applications. It has the feasibility of commercial
implementation as a form of combining BT with business in various
fields, enabling the circulation of data such as transaction assets and
providing credible services to various customers. However, there are
still obvious performance bottlenecks in the existing consortium
chain technology (Chen et al., 2020). At the same time, there are still
significant limitations in data interaction with public chains
(Buterin, 2016).In short, in the blockchain 1.0 era, people bought
and sold cryptocurrencies for the difference in return and did not
link cryptocurrencies to the value of applications and the digital
ecology of the blockchain system. In the blockchain 2.0 era,
technologies like Ethereum can build smart contracts to achieve
programmable functions, focusing more on specific application logic
and emphasizing performing tasks such as transactions through
logical conditions. As decentralized blockchain technologies are
applied in more complex domains, blockchain systems have
emerged in addition to fully open public chains and consortium
chain technologies in the blockchain 2. X generation that requires
permission to use them. The consortium chain realizes the
interconnection between multiple chains to a certain extent.
Further, it enhances the operational efficiency of BT, which can
serve as a transition technology between blockchain 2.0 and 3.0 and

promote the construction of a perfect blockchain ecology. Although
high-performance blockchain technologies have also continued to
emerge in recent years, such as Polkadot technology, which is
capable of handling slightly more than 1,000 transactions per
second (Akintade, 2022), there is a significant performance gap
with the throughput requirements of centralized banking systems
such as MasterCard at 60,000 transactions per second (mastercard,
2020). Blockchain 3.0 intergenerational technology should open up
the channel between multiple chains, which can significantly
enhance the interactive performance based on ensuring the
security and privacy of data interaction (Furfaro et al., 2019) that
ultimately meets the real needs of BT landing on real-life scenarios.
Therefore, in addition to the rapid development of single-chain
technology, cross-chain technology has become a hot topic for
researchers (F et al., 2019).

1.2 The development of blockchain cross-
chain technology

Cross-chain technology is seen as one of the important means to
achieve the need for interaction and improve the blockchain’s
overall efficiency. Currently, blockchains are gradually forming a
chain network (Tam Vo et al., 2018) in the continuous development
of blockchains, where people try to connect various blockchain
systems to break the phenomenon of “value island” and give full play
to the role of blockchain, and thus cross-chain technology has
emerged.

As shown in Figure 4, in the early days of blockchain, industry-
wide research on performance optimization and technology and
storage upgrades for BT was based on single-chain research (Zhao
et al., 2020), such as hard forking Bitcoin to improve consensus
protocols. Later, as the demand for BT application scenarios

FIGURE 2
The development process of Ethereum technology.
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increased, the industry began to research single-chain performance
enhancement. Firstly, in 2012, Ripple proposed an early version of
the Interledger Protocol (Schwartz et al., 2014; Thomas and
Schwartz, 2015) to link different blockchain ledgers and thus
exploit synergies. In the following years, related theories such as
atomic transfer (Collado et al., 2013) and sidechaining emerged to
further improve the performance of single chains. In particular, the
hashed time lock (Kang et al., 2007), which emerged in the Bitcoin
lightning network in 2015, enabled fast transaction channels under
the Bitcoin chain and greatly improved the transaction efficiency of
the Bitcoin system. Since 2016, many companies have launched
cross-chain platforms to connect numerous blockchains through
one system to form a chain network. In 2016, the BTC-Relay (Kwon
and Buchman, 2016) program was released based on the Relay
Cross-chain protocol and enabled a one-way cross-chain connection
from Bitcoin to Ethereum. Cross-chain has remained a hot topic in
BT in recent years. Both the Cosmos platform, which connects
blockchains via the Hub, and Polkadot, which uses relay chains to
enable various chain interactions, have contributed significantly to
the formation of blockchain chain networking. In the last 2 years,
there has also emerged the cross-chain bridge Wormhol, the cross-
chain liquidity protocol Coin9B, the decentralised cross-chain
protocol Anyswap, and the Taylor public chain project that uses
the POS liquidity mining mechanism to create a decentralised
exchange to enable the interaction of assets on different chains.
As a result, cross-chain technology has dramatically enhanced the
performance of BT and promoted its widespread adoption. Cross-
chain technology involves several issues, such as identifying,
verifying, and processing data between chains. However, a secure

cross-chain technology that applies to various scenarios and
balances decentralisation and efficiency is still being explored.

In summary, after more than 10 years of development,
blockchain has reliable theoretical guarantees and a wide range of
application scenarios, and is now developing towards reliable and
robust large-scale applications. Combined with the technological
development of blockchain intergenerational and cross-chain
interaction technologies, a blockchain system with grounded
applications should have high performance, such as high
scalability, throughput, high load and support for ultra-large-
scale networks (Dang et al., 2019). However, the most significant
technical bottleneck of the existing blockchain system is the low
performance of interaction, which limits its application on the
ground.

Based on this, the main contribution of this paper is to expound
the research on the efficiency and data interaction of blockchain
technology in different development stages, and to review the on-
chain interaction technology, off-chain interaction technology and
cross-chain interaction technology to improve the efficiency of
blockchain. By combing the development context and route of
blockchain high-performance interaction technology, this paper
provides some guidance for researchers in the field of BT’s
efficiency in the future, and looks forward to the efficient
application of blockchain in specific actual scenarios in the future.

In the setting of the chapter arrangement, this paper is divided
into five chapters. The first section introduces the concept of
blockchain and its current state of development, then describes
the need to improve the performance of blockchain to meet the
needs of large-scale practical applications. The following three
sections analyse the on-chain interaction technology, off-chain

FIGURE 3
The development process of consortium chain technology.
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interaction technology and cross-chain interaction technology of
blockchain, respectively. The last section discusses the whole paper
and gives an outlook.

2 High on-chain performance
interaction blockchian technology

The blockchain industry is in the development stage, with many
constraints in terms of technology and performance. Distributed
storage architecture directly impact overall performance and flux,
and blockchain performance-enhancing technologies to date have
aimed to carry more transactions more consistently in a shorter
period.

The finance industry is actively exploring the impact of
transaction performance on both throughput and latency metrics,
extends to various fields of academia and industry. Throughput
represents the amount of transactions successfully processed by the
blockchain per unit of time. Latency represents the transaction time
it takes on the blockchain from being sent to complete processing.
Currently, Bitcoin and Ethereum throughput are too low,
supporting an average of 7 (Nakamoto, 2008) and 25 (Wood,
2014) transactions per second, respectively, far from meeting the
needs of existing applications. In 2019, the Ethgasstation data site,
based on the Ethereum network, became congested as network
utilization soared to 90 percent, putting Ethereum at risk of
losing existing users due to a lack of system scalability.
Transaction latency can affect highly sensitive applications (Xu
et al., 2021b) such as intelligent health systems, intelligent
industries, and e-health services. Therefore, it must be improved
as a low-latency and trusted blockchain system (Ejaz et al., 2021).

There is no doubt that throughput and latency is affected by network
bandwidth, making the blockchain network severely hampered by
limited computing and bandwidth resources (Qiu et al., 2020).
Therefore network bandwidth is also an essential factor. The
performance of blockchain systems is inextricably linked to
application scenarios. When faced with dynamically changing
interactive information, such as in the field of energy systems,
data throughput is significantly higher than in blockchain
application scenarios for transaction settlement, which prevents
the system from operating efficiently and even causes
communication delays and message blocking (Liu et al., 2022a).
In addition, throughput is closely related to the scalability and block
capacity of the blockchain system. Scalability refers to relaxing the
limits of each node on the blockchain involved in completing the
processing and using a multi-layered processing architecture to
spread the processing volume. Methods of blockchain
improvement using this idea include Cross-chain, State Channel,
Consensus Mechanism, Sharding, Partitioning, Side Chain, and
other methods.

On-chain and off-chain technologies enhance performance
through improvements to the structure of the blockchain system.
The limited performance of the blockchain is enhanced by both on-
chain scaling, which improves the basic mechanism of the
blockchain, and off-chain scaling which extends additional
architecture to improve the performance of the node network
without changing the architecture of the blockchain system. The
main factors governing blockchain scaling technology are divided
into network load and node performance, which focus on the overall
performance of the blockchain network and the performance of
individual nodes, respectively. On-chain scaling mainly includes
data, network, and consensus layer scaling solutions. The off-chain

FIGURE 4
The development process of cross-chain technology.
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scaling includes Side Chain, State Channel, Off-chain Computation,
and other technologies. The scalability of a blockchain system is
measured by throughput and latency, and the relevant technologies
are improved based on these indicators to enhance the system’s
efficiency. Scaling the blockchain enables the system to handle a
larger volume of transactions per second, reducing the speed of
writing transactions into the system and thus shortening the time
users wait for transactions to complete. The simulation system can
be an effective tool for configuring high-performance blockchain
systems. For example, the software BlockSim (Alharby and van
Moorsel, 2020) simulates the dynamic system model by building the
architecture layer of the blockchain to expand deployment details
and performance impacts. Research on the blockchain scaling
framework is divided into three parts: key technologies,
constraints and derivative issues, and the technical elements and
development directions of bitcoin scaling have been
comprehensively examined, pointing out that bitcoin scaling has
become a major trend under the close attention of various industries
(et al., 2019).

The first cryptocurrency for blockchain applications, Bitcoin,
has an average block generation time of 10 min in transaction
processing, according to the blockchain.com website. In this case,
the long time of generating block and the 1 MB block size limit
forced researchers to improve their technology to increase
performance and application scale. With the average block size of
the blockchain steadily rising to 1.23 MB (Until 11 July 2022), the
block capacity cap has been limiting this to users, and there is an
urgent need for Bitcoin to scale. The on-chain scaling solution used
to be the main scaling method with modifing and optimizing the
basic protocol and architecture of the blockchain itself to achieve the
scaling effect and improve system performance.

2.1 Data layer scaling

Architectural scaling solutions refer to the modification of the
data block layer in the blockchain to increase the amount of
transactions in the block itself. They are available in the
following ways: Block Size increasing, Segregated Witness
(SegWit), and the method of Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).

2.1.1 Block size increasing
Expanding the block capacity can most directly increase the

upper limit of block storage space size, with adding the amount of
transactions the block can hold. This type of method is mainly
focused on the field of Bitcoin. For example, Bitcoin forked out of
BitCash from the original block size of 1MB–8 MB and 32MB, while
another variant of BitcoinSV has a 128 MB block size (Wątorek
et al., 2021). In smart contracts, the required gas replenishment
limits the amount of gas consumed by a block and can be
dynamically and carefully adjusted to real time network
conditions to avoid transaction pile-ups or block wastage
(Wenlin, 2020) Block scaling can be improved by arithmetic
power, transaction volume, and dynamic adjustment. However,
block size cannot be expanded uncontrollably due to the need for
nodes to have effectively large amounts of block capacity
information, which also increases the latency of block

transmission in the chain and makes it more vulnerable to
external attacks (Croman et al., 2016).

2.1.2 SegWit
SegWit is proposed to address transaction scalability by

extracting the transaction signatures originally stored in the block
and placing them outside so that more transaction records can be
stored inside the block, thus indirectly expanding the block capacity.
SegWit solves the problem of transaction extensibility by separating
the digital signature, which takes up most of the space in the block,
from the rest of the transaction information, and expanding the
internal capacity of the block by making the digital signature
invoked only at the authentication node (Lombrozo et al., 2015).
The introduction and adoption of SegWit can help determine the
total demand curve for Bitcoin transactions and maximize revenue
when the adoption rate of SegWit is around 0.6 MB (Brown et al.,
2021).

2.1.3 DAG
As a directed graph data structure that can start from any node

and cannot be returned to that node through several edges, DAG
changes the block-chain linear storage structure (Wang et al.,
2022b). DAG is highly concurrent (Amen et al., 2022), i.e., each
transaction can be submitted to a consensus as a separate “block.”
The consensus mechanism used by DAG allows the hash of the
previous block to be passed according to rules, replacing the linear
storage structure of a blockchain and increasing the throughput of
the blockchain network. Although DAG dramatically improves the
throughput of blockchain systems, it also suffers from double-spend
attacks and high retrieval complexity (Deng et al., 2022). DAG
allows each transaction to be booked independently, with no
theoretical performance bottleneck but may introduce new
security issues when the last transaction has to wait for a newly
joined node to validate.

2.2 Network layer scaling

The concept of sharding comes from the traditional database
idea of partitioning different rows of a data table into different
partitions, keeping each shard on a separate database server instance
to spread the load, or using sharding techniques to partition nodes
and transactions (Wang et al., 2022a). The basic idea of sharding is
to divide the nodes in the blockchain into several relatively
independent shards, where a single shard handles smaller-scale
transactions or even stores only part of the network state, and
multiple shards handle transactions and deals in parallel, which will
theoretically increase the throughput of the entire network (Jia et al.,
2021). Applying deep reinforcement learning techniques to the
sharding system and designing the optimal selection strategy for
blockchain sharding by establishing a Markov decision process
(et al., 2022c) can improve the throughput and scalability of
blockchain processing transactions. While the transaction
processing overhead across shards can hinder the upper limit of
blockchain throughput, a study has designed an associative
transaction allocation algorithm (Tao et al., 2022) to maximize
the throughput of blockchain transaction processing and make
the system stable and low error performance. Depending on the
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sharding object, blockchain sharding is mainly network sharding,
transaction sharding, and state sharding. Among them, network
sharding is the foundation and state sharding is the bottleneck (et al.,
2022a).

2.2.1 Network sharding
Network sharding divides the whole network into multiple sub-

networks into different shards through a certain organization. Each
shard processes part of the different transactions in the whole
blockchain in parallel to complete the verification of multiple
transactions simultaneously. Network sharding is considered one
of the most important techniques to solve the blockchain scalability
problem and improve blockchain performance (Huang et al., 2022),
which can alleviate the uneven distribution of blockchain
transactions to a certain extent. Nevertheless, there are still some
challenges with the existing blockchain sharding algorithm (Guo
and Yu, 2022). A large number of network shards makes the
consensus security problem caused by containing fewer nodes
inside each node. On the contrary, fewer network shards reduce
the parallel transaction processing efficiency and make the network
performance unable to meet the application requirements.
Therefore, a reasonable choice of shard size is needed to balance
security and network performance requirements. In addition, in
blockchain networks based on the practical byzantine fault tolerance
(PBFT) consensus algorithm (Xu et al., 2021c), the random
distribution of malicious nodes can cause when the number of
malicious nodes within a given shard exceeds one-third of all nodes
in the shard, making individual shards unable to reach consensus on
transactions and thus creating the problem of shard failure. To
address these problems, specific algorithms can be used to make the
dynamic evolution of the distribution of different types of nodes
converge to a near-optimal equilibrium point, thus achieving a
uniform distribution of nodes (et al., 2022d).

2.2.2 Transaction sharding
Based on network sharding, transaction sharding technology

divides blockchain network-wide transactions into different
network shards by rules for regional consensus. Different shards
can process transactions in parallel, thus improving the overall
throughput and performance of the blockchain system. The main
transaction rules are the Unspent Transaction Output model and the
Account/Balance model. The UTXOmodel means that the output of
blockchain transactions that have not yet been spent can be used as
input for new transactions, and the output of transactions that have
been spent cannot be spent again and need to be transacted across
shards (Liu et al., 2022c). The account/balance model means that the
system records the balance of each account, and the system checks
whether the account has sufficient balance for payment when a
transaction is made. Multiple transactions for the same account can
be guaranteed to be processed in the same shard as long as the
transactions are shared according to the sender’s address (Zhang
et al., 2020). Blockchains based on a sharding scheme may have
uneven transaction shards (Nguyen et al., 2019) and therefore need
to be reasonably designed to allocate resources (Huang et al., 2022).
For example, a nearest-fit correlated transaction allocation
algorithm can select the shard with the closest remaining
processing capacity to the amount of transactions in the
transaction group and reasonably allocate transactions to

different shards to improve blockchain throughput (Tao et al.,
2022). In addition, sharding failure requires that transactions
across shards be rolled back, which requires improvements to the
validation scheme to reduce the rollback probability, increase the
amount of transactions per second processed by the system, and
create a larger sharding size (BAI Bing and LI, 2022).

2.2.3 State sharding
State sharding is achieved by distributing the storage of different

parts of the ledger across the shards while the entire sharded network
forms a complete ledger. This sharding approach relieves the pressure
on each node to store information such as the ledger and reduces state
storage redundancy. However, state sharding can make cross-shard
transactions difficult to verify. Different sharding nodes need to
transfer transactions or exchange the state of the ledger in some
way due to their different stored ledgers (Sonnino et al., 2020).
Although state sharding can essentially solve the blockchain
performance scaling problem, there are high technical barriers that
make it difficult to implement (Wang et al., 2019a). At the same time,
blockchain state sharding transactions are randomly assigned rather
than pre-planned, which can cause excessive transaction volume in a
shard resulting in transaction blockage and overload. To address this
problem, a multi-round verification node election scheme can improve
the system’s performance for transaction overload handling within a
shard under state constraints while sacrificing latency to ensure security
(QIN Wenhui and LI, 2021). Scalability and decentralized verification
are made possible via state sharding. Ethereum, for instance, is split
into 64 shard chains that are synced and independently recorded
during the most recent Ethereum 2.0 upgrade event, which is
particularly significant and well-known. It can considerably increase
the system’s efficiency, security, scalability, and speed (Guo and Yu,
2022). The 64 shard chains are required to produce blocks within 12 s,
send verified block information and status data to the beacon chain,
and pack themout of blocks under the Ethereum 2.0 system. The nodes
in each partitioned chain will independently execute the consensus
protocol and append blocks, and the smart contract will allocate
transactions within performing transactional operations.
Transactions between partitioned chains during cross-partition
transactions will bypass the beacon chain and complete high-
performance cross-partition transactional operations (Han et al., 2021).

2.3 Consensus layer scaling

The consensus layer mainly encapsulates the network nodes’
various consensus algorithms, so the consensus layer’s scaling
solution is mainly to configure and optimize the consensus
mechanism. A consensus mechanism is a set of rules that allows
all participating nodes to agree on the outcome of a transaction in a
blockchain network, ensuring that a decentralized blockchain
system can make each transaction consistent and correct across
all network nodes. The Consensus Mechanism aims to address the
“Byzantine failures" (chuang et al., 2021), which is a consistency
issue for distributed data systems, by creating a fair and effective
method of managing nodes to reach a consensus on the design ethos.

There are three most representative consensus mechanisms:
Proof of Work (PoW) (Nakamoto, 2008), Proof of Stake (PoS)
(Larimer, 2013), and Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)
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(Castro and Liskov, 1999). The PoW obtains bookkeeping rights
based on the workload of participating nodes. The PoS obtains the
probability of bookkeeping rights based on the monetary value and
time allocation owned by participating nodes. The PBFT is a class of
state-machine Byzantine protocol that replicates copies at different
nodes in a blockchain distributed system so that each copy takes
consistent actions to maintain the state of the service and implement
operations. It also includes a variety of consensus algorithms, such as
hybrid consensus mechanisms, to reduce the time it takes for the
system to reach consensus, thereby improving system performance.
However, PoW is relatively secure but not conducive to performance
scaling, Pos-type consensus mechanisms tend to form monopolies,
and BFT-type consensus has strong consistency but is limited by
bandwidth and number of nodes, resulting in significant
performance degradation.

In the Ethereum 2.0 upgrade, switching to the PoS consensus
protocol from the PoW protocol will enable the Ethereum
blockchain system to use less energy in terms of arithmetic
power, conserving energy while creating a more elaborate
network architecture (Alvi et al., 2022) that can achieve a TPS of
100,000 (Khoury et al., 2022). In Proof of Stake, different nodes store
only part of the data, and the elected committee is responsible for
voting to verify the blocks. Each transaction is only verified locally
within the shard instead of being passed to the whole network for
verification, achieving the goal of saving network-wide bandwidth
and improving overall system throughput. The PoS consensus on
Ethereum 2.0 is handled by the consensus layer of the ETH
2.0 Client, which implements the mechanism in the Beacon
Chain nodes and enables each participating node to register and
pledge. The beacon chain is used for transactions and transfers. By
merging with the Ethereum main network, it marks that the
consensus protocol of Ethereum has been completely converted
to PoS. If the consensus protocol is not followed, the stakes of
participating nodes will be reduced so that the system’s fairness will
be guaranteed by the beacon chain. PoS also randomly allocates
shards to verifiers, allowing verifying nodes to pledge Ether and pass
information through an asynchronous cross-domain architecture
model on the beacon chain, improving the security of the shards and
the overall system (Cassez et al., 2022).

The Red Belly Blockchain is recognized as the first secure
blockchain that uses lateral expansion features, allowing
throughput to scale to hundreds of geographically distributed
consensus participants and revisits the BFT class of blockchains
from three perspectives on this blockchain system: Byzantine
consensus mechanisms, leaderless design, and sharding (Crain
et al., 2021). Compared to other consensus mechanisms, PBFT is
more suitable for partially decentralized, anti-Byzantine consortium
chains with a strong consistency of nodes. However, PBFT is limited
in the size of networks it can support (Chen et al., 2022). Through a
blockchain digital asset platform with multi-party authentication
functions, verifiable BFTs are embedded for randomly selecting
consensus nodes in the supply chain to improve node security
(Liu et al., 2022b). Also, achieving node consistency in a
distributed system is complex as it requires consistency
mechanisms to maintain adversity tolerance, fault resilience,
partitioning across the network, delay persistence, security
measures and other important properties (Lashkari and Musilek,
2021). The Blockchain Trilemma has always been a challenge in its

technology, i.e., security, decentralization, and scalability cannot
exist simultaneously, as shown in Figure 5.

The three attributes of a blockchain cannot be satisfied at the
same time, so there are trade-offs and dynamic planning. The
Monoxide model, a high-performance blockchain system
proposed by Dr. Jia-Ping Wang (Wang, 2022) of the Institute
of Computing, Chinese Academy of Sciences, can simultaneously
satisfy the triangular characteristics of security, high performance,
and decentralization by using asynchronous consensus zones with
minimal introduction of additional entities and mechanisms,
enabling the blockchain to scale horizontally by more than
1,000 times, thus increasing data throughput by more than
1,000 times. Asynchronous consensus is not necessary to reach
consensus immediately after each block is generated, but each node
does its best to produce a block while following the asynchronous
graph algorithm and reaches agreement after a period of time. The
literature (Wang and Wang, 2019) achieves asynchronous
consensus by running multiple independent and parallel regions
of a single-chain consensus system and proposes eventual
atomicity to ensure transactional atomicity of the regions.
Consensus mechanisms for distributed systems will be a
difficult and hot research topic for blockchain systems for a
long time (et al., 2020b).

Additionally, BT raises some privacy and security concerns for
users due to its data traceability, the openness of transactions, and
the continual development of analytics. Therefore, balancing privacy
in BT is also a major issue. In Bitcoin and Ethereum systems,
transaction data information is open and transparent to anyone,
which makes it possible to reverse the identification of users based
on relevant information. This traceability and linkability weakens
the anonymity of blockchain systems and poses a potential risk of
user information leakage (Ermilov et al., 2017; Fröwis et al., 2020). In
terms of improving anonymity, Monero (Van Saberhagen, 2013)has
achieved strong anonymity of blockchain systems by solving three
major linkability problems, traceability, and hiding the amount of
money (Pedersen, 1991)through three techniques: one-time
addresses, ring signatures (Fujisaki and Suzuki, 2007), and Ring
Confidential Transactions (RCTs), respectively, which have won
market recognition. Meanwhile, the Monero team has continuously
updated these three technologies (Liu et al., 2004). Firstly, in 2018, a
non-interactive zero-knowledge proof mechanism called
Bulletproof was integrated into the protocol, resulting in a

FIGURE 5
The blockchain trilemma of BT.
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significant reduction in transaction capacity and fees per
transaction. Secondly, in 2020, the ring signature technology was
upgraded with a concise linkable spontaneous anonymity group
CLSAG (Concise Linkable Spontaneous Anonymous Group)
signature scheme, which further reduces the transaction size and
verification speed and improves the operational efficiency of the
system. Currently, Monero’s TPS can reach 1700, which already
meets most nodes’ needs. However, compared with the 100,000 TPS
of the upgraded version of Ethereum 2.0, which replaces the POW
protocol with the POS protocol, its operation efficiency still seems
low. This shows that BT’s trade-off between privacy security and
efficiency is still worth considering.

In general,on-chain scaling allows blockchains to scale with
more flexible systems and larger block sizes, thus allowing
blockchain networks to scale to larger transaction volumes in
real-time. However, as all transactions still need to be
synchronized in the distributed system of the blockchain, the
performance bottleneck of the entire network will depend on the
processing performance of individual servers. The online scaling
programme still needs to work on the implementation and
deployment side. It is worth noting that larger capacity blocks
will impose higher costs on nodes and bandwidth, reducing the
proportion of nodes with slightly less processing power and
increasing centralization.

3 High off-chain performance
interaction blockchian technology

Nowadays, with the maturity of scaling technology, it is widely
believed that on-chain scaling solutions can have an insurmountable
ceiling in terms of performance (Hepp et al., 2018). Storing data off-
chain can save the data occupied space and computing resources on
the chain, and can also adopt corresponding technologies to ensure
the privacy and security of data. The off-chain data storage method
mainly includes smart contracts. Under the condition that
technologies such as knowledge graphs are used to ensure data
sharing and encryption, the blockchain framework is optimized to
achieve high throughput of parallel processing (Yao et al., 2021). The
main idea of off-chain scaling is to transfer part of the data to the off-
chain for computational processing and return the final result to the
on-chain for storage and recording. Depending on the various
modes of data transfering, there are currently two main technical
routes: State Channel and Off-chain Computation. The interaction
between on-chain and off-chain data can be carried out through
cross-chain technology.

3.1 State channel

A state channel is essentially an account created on the main
chain that is jointly controlled by multiple nodes, with the aim of
transferring a large amount of computation in the blockchain to be
performed off-chain, and can effectively address the large number of
high frequency and small transactions that currently exist. This
technology allows for a large amount of interactions not to be
broadcast across the blockchain, but only between the participating
nodes, with the transfer being mainly off-chain channel interactions

and on-chain clearing. The participants of the state channel are
limited to business-related parties, which avoids data privacy leakage
to unrelated nodes, provides better security, and can close the
channel and update the state at any time, which is especially
suitable for scenarios with high frequency data interaction
between fixed parties.

The general process for using State Channel is: locking the state,
opening the channel, data interaction within the channel, closing the
channel, submitting the updated state, and clearing the chain (et al.,
2020b). Data interaction and state updates within the channel are
without blockchain system consensus, and many transactions are
conducted off-chain, which can significantly enhance the
transaction throughput of the blockchain system (Qiwu, 2020).
The Lightning Network enables participants to make frequent
two-way payments via two-way channels under the chain. In
contrast, the literature (Pan et al., 2019) proposes the first multi-
way payment channel scheme. When a smart contract receives a
deposit from a participant, frequent transactions can be made
between multiple parties within the channel without having to go
through cross-channel payments. The literature also addresses the
problem of an excessive number of channels and inefficient routing
algorithms that exist in two-way payment channels such as lightning
networks.

3.2 Off-chain computation

The idea of off-chain computation is to put complex
transactions off-chain for execution and then submit the results
of the transaction structure back to the chain, with the chain only
verifying the data, thus indirectly improving the speed of blockchain
processing transactions. The main solutions for off-chain
computation include Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)
computation, Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC), and
Incentive-driven Off-chain Computing (IOC).

3.2.1 Trusted execution environment
An environment where off-chain computation is executed in a

TEE so that certain types of nodes running transactions are
necessarily reliable and cannot be modified by outsiders. This
engineering solution was originally used for privacy computing,
based on hardware to create a black box-like environment.
Therefore, the privacy of blockchain systems can also be secured
with the help of machine learning or related software that performs
many complex operations in the execution environment. Once
privacy AI technologies such as federal learning and TEE are
integrated with blockchain, they will have strong error correction
and compound interest generation capabilities (Passerat-Palmbach
et al., 2020). A TEE can enhance the security benefits of multiple
operations on blockchain privacy protection to a certain extent.
However, it is difficult to apply on a large scale due to the highly
demanding hardware environment. To achieve fine-grained privacy
protection for decentralized applications, the throughput and
performance of blockchain systems can be enhanced by utilizing
ad hoc processing of privacy data while enabling on-chain execution
of public data processing versus off-chain execution of privacy data
processing (et al., 2020a).
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3.2.2 Secure multi-party computation
Off-chain computing enables an application approach where data

is available and invisible through secure multi-party computation,
providing software algorithm-based encryption compared to TEE.
This software and algorithmic theory enable data to be both private
and usable, combining blockchain features to enable user data privacy
to be secured, thus unlocking the immense value of private data
sharing, data analysis, and data mining (Wang et al., 2019b). The off-
chain secure multi-party computation first locks the public state on
the chain, then distributes the data to the off-chain for secure multi-
party computation, and finally combines the results of each
computation and returns them to the chain for verification.
Considering the limited space capacity of the blockchain, it is
possible to put the privacy calculation and Secure Multi-Party
Computation of a large amount of data into the off-chain
operation and then use the channel to make the data information
interchangeable, thus improving the on-chain performance and
processing speed. Integrating private messages into blockchain
networks by combining different anonymous valid signatures can
provide a new approach to secure multi-party computing for secure
and efficient data privacy protection, reducing the overhead of
significant computation time and storage (Feng et al., 2021b).
Several projects have experimented with secure multi-party
computing protocols such as Defi, Enigma, etc. Enigma is an
effective solution to private data processing by allowing servers to
use secure multi-party computing to run computations in a
distributed manner directly on the network without the server
being able to observe the original data (Xie et al., 2019).

3.2.3 Incentive-driven off-chain computing
The method of IOC uses an incentive mechanism to motivate

the participants, assuming they are ideal economic agents, to handle
the computational task and check the correctness of the results.
These two steps are performed by a solver and a verifier located
below the chain, respectively, with the solver being rewarded if the
calculation is correct and penalized otherwise. The main off-chain
projects deployed and run as incentive-driven models are
Truebit(Teutsch and Reitwießner, 2019), a technology that helps

Ethereum perform heavy or complex calculations offline (Stark,
2018). The basic principle is that users request a calculation and pay
a commission. A solver under the chain provides a deposit to
perform the calculation simultaneously and publishes the result.
A verifier provides a deposit to rerun the above calculation and
check if the solver’s result is incorrect. If successful, the solver is
offered a commission. If not, a challenge can be launched and
submitted to the chain for arbitration.

SegWit technology is the basis for off-chain scaling and can be
attached to on-chain scaling. The full deployment of witness
segregation-based Lightning Network technology can significantly
increase transaction processing capacity and reduce confirmation
times. Thus off-chain scaling can reach nearly unlimited transaction
processing capacity, but the network takes time to build (YU Hui
and Zhang, 2017). The State Channel and Side Chain in the off-
chain scaling solution are derived from improving new technologies
to Bitcoin and Ethereum’s flaws and have been validated by more
projects and gradually promoted. In contrast, the Off-chain
computation solution has less implementation validation than the
former. The off-chain scaling still needs to deal with latency and
security issues. It takes a transitional development period to achieve
the theoretical results and still has great room for development.

4 High cross-chain performance
interaction blockchian technology

In addition to on-chain technology, cross-chain technology is
also regarded as an important way to improve the efficiency of
blockchain interaction. On the one hand, cross-chain technology
can realize the connection between different blockchains and realize
the functions of information interaction and value transfer to form a
chain network (Tam Vo et al., 2018) and achieve the purpose of
interconnection (Li et al., 2019). On the other hand, through cross-
chain technology, transactions can be transferred, thus enhancing
the efficiency of data processing. The development of cross-chain
technology is driven by the demand at the time of blockchain
application, from the initial demand of mining and financial

FIGURE 6
Blockchain overall cross-chain architecture.
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transactions, gradually transitioning to multi-industry applications,
and now to the era of chain networking, where the increasingly high
performance and interaction requirements have prompted the
creation of more and more cross-chain technologies (Cai et al.,
2019). Cross-chain interoperability makes large-scale blockchain
applications possible, driving the entire industry forward.

4.1 Key issues in cross-chain technology

The data on the blockchain is up or down by the consensus
mechanism designed by the blockchain itself (Nofer et al., 2017),
after which it is stored on all end nodes, and all full data nodes form
a distributed cluster in a way that makes transaction data tamper-
proof (Yaga et al., 2019). On the one hand, this enhances the
security of the data, but on the other hand, it makes each chain
relatively closed and inevitably poses problems when interacting.
From the current practical application of cross-chain technology, it
is crucial to consider the problems in the three phases of start,
process, and result when interacting with data between different
chains.

4.1.1 Authenticity of initial information
The blockchain itself is still a relatively closed system.

Information on one chain is external to another chain, and it is
an important question to ensure that this external information is
correct and final when it enters the other chain. The simplest
solution to the current problem of chain-to-chain access to
information about each other is to have multiple nodes listen to
contract events on the blockchain simultaneously. When the vast
majority of nodes agree that they have seen the event, it can be
assumed that there is a consensus between the nodes to trigger the
next event in the sequence. BT can ensure that information is
immutable and always trustworthy during the flow (Golosova
and Romanovs, 2018). However, the authenticity of information
at its most source needs to be ensured collaboratively using other
mechanisms. This is the key to many cross-chain technologies,
namely, the verification and delivery of information.

4.1.2 Transaction atomicity
Transaction atomicity (Collado et al., 2013)means that

transactions are treated as a whole and contain processing
actions that either succeed or all fail, rather than partial successes
and partial failures. Once a transaction is successful, subsequent
cross-chain or non-cross-chain transactions can proceed normally;
if a transaction fails, the current transaction can be rolled back or
reversed without affecting future transactions. The concept of
transaction atomicity was first introduced in hash-locking
technology, where the inability to guarantee atomicity could lead
to double-spending (Karame et al., 2012).

4.1.3 Transaction consistency
The state of the chains before and after a transaction is executed

on both chains is consistent, meaning that things can be executed
correctly (Belchior et al., 2021; Zhuoyan and Xuan, 2021). For
example, if a user on chain A transfers 100 bitcoins to a user on
chain B, then the user on chain B should get 100 bitcoins. If the user
on chain B only gets the equivalent of 70 bitcoins, then the state of

both chains needs to be rolled back. This requires feedback and
validation of the outcome and status of cross-chain transactions,
guaranteeing that the sum of the assets on both chains remains the
same in the case of asset transfers or that the amount of assets on
each chain remains the same in the case of asset exchanges.

In addition to these three issues, there are other cross-chaining
issues, such as the security issues that come with cross-chaining. Some
large cross-chain platforms nowadays usually have many different
chains interacting with each other. If a security issue arises in one
chain, can it be isolated quickly to prevent the impact on other chains
within the platform? In addition, as the interaction deepens and the
number of interacting chains increases, can the transaction
performance be supported? The management issues and user data
privacy (Liao et al., 2016; Eyal and Sirer, 2014; Holbrook, 2020; Feng
et al., 2021b) for cross-chains are also hot topics.

4.2 Mainstream cross-chain technologies

Many technologies (shown in Table 1) try to overcome the
difficulties of cross-chain technology and exploit the synergies of the
chain (F et al., 2019). For homogeneous chains with the same
underlying logic, topology, consensus mechanism, block generation
logic, etc., cross-chain technology is relatively simple, and the interaction
mechanism can generally be built directly. For heterogeneous chains
with significant differences, it is more difficult to build the interaction
mechanism directly, and the cross-chain effect is usually needed with
the help of a third party. Then the design of the third party is also the
important point. Currently, there are four main cross-chain schemes,
notary scheme, side chain and chain relay,hash-locking and distributed
private key control (shown in Figure 6). These cross-chain models have
also led to the creation of many cross-chain platforms, such as
Interledger (Thomas and Schwartz, 2015), which implements
different types of ledger connection and operation models with
mainly notary schemes; the sidechain/relays projects represented by
Pegged Sidechains (Poon and Buterin, 2017; Kwon and Buchman,
2016), which provide different cross-chain network platforms; and
projects based on hash lock (Poon and Dryja, 2016), in which the
feasibility of the technology has been verified several times. To a certain
extent, these technologies have solved the interoperability of
information, assets and functions between different chains, extended
the development space of BT and promoted the improvement of the
networking of value blockchain chains.

4.2.1 Notary scheme
The notary scheme (Bingrong et al., 2021)is a cross-chain

mechanism that is relatively easy to implement. In simple terms,
when two different chains want to interact, a trusted third party can
assist in verifying and forwarding the information across the chains.
The third party under this mechanism has accounts on both chains.
The trusted third party can automatically or request to listen for
events on the different chains, use a specific algorithm to determine
the validity of the events and other issues, and then respond with
follow-up action. This third party acts like an intermediary, and the
process can be likened to the operation of foreign exchange in life,
where a foreign exchange bureau acts as a trusted third party. The
rest of the different subjects exchange national currencies freely
through the bureau.
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Currently, the number of notary nodes in the implementation of
notary scheme and the difference in signature methods can be
divided into single-signature notary scheme, multi-signature
notary scheme, and distributed signature notary scheme. A
single-signature notary scheme, also known as a centralized
notary scheme, is a simple and efficient way to act as a notary
through a single independent node or institution but faces the
problems of high centralization and security vulnerabilities. A
multi-signature notary scheme selects a random number of
notaries for each transaction confirmation, each with a key, and
only a certain percentage of notaries sign the transaction before it
occurs, which is more secure than a single-signature notary scheme
(Rivest et al., 1978). The distributed signature notary scheme uses
multi-party computation (MPC) technology to achieve its security
(Chaofan et al., 2021; Feng et al., 2021c; Liu et al., 2022b), splitting
the key into multiple parts and sending it to the notary at random,
which is the most complex and secure of the three types.

4.2.2 Side chain and chain relay
Side chain and Chain Relay (Gaži et al., 2019; Frauenthaler et al.,

2020b)are one of the most commonly used cross-chain mechanisms
in the market today and require collecting information from the
original chain in the process. In contrast to the notary scheme
described above, this scheme can verify the transaction data itself,
eliminating the risk of an inevitable centralization of the notary
scheme, while the scheme expands the extensibility through various
interfaces. The concept of side chain first appeared in Bitcoin. It was
used for various forms of bookkeeping with interoperability between
distributed systems, aiming to extend the functionality of the Bitcoin
protocol layer (Back et al., 2014). Side chain is relative to the main
chain, and the link between the main chain and side chain is

implemented based on two-way peg technology. With a two-way
peg, the master and side chain can lock and release assets on each
other’s chain for asset transfer. It can help the master chain handle
transactions. Once toomany transactions are on themain chain, and
a performance bottleneck occurs, the assets and transactions on the
main chain can be transferred to the side chain for processing by
transferring them to the side chain. This reduces the pressure on the
main chain and achieves the purpose of extending the functionality
and performance of the main chain (Back et al., 2014), which is
currently an important method to improve the interactive
performance of the blockchain.

A relay chain, also known as a relay, builds an operational
channel between different chains, provides a unified cross-chain
communication protocol, and connects other blockchains for
interconnection by only collecting the data state between the two
chains through the relay chain for verification.

Side chain and Chain Relay cross-chain model allows for the
creation of a smart contract in the chain that takes the block header
of the originating chain as input and uses standard checks within the
originating chain to verify that the blockchain meets the consensus
algorithm specification requirements. Side chains/Relays is based on
light-client verification technology, where a smart contract with
blockchain-like light-client functionality is executed on one chain
during a cross-chain interaction, verifying that a particular
transaction, event, or state information has occurred between the
chains via the cryptographic hash tree of the other chain and the
block header (Frauenthaler et al., 2020a).

4.2.3 Hash-Locking
Hash-Locking (Kang et al., 2007; Dai et al., 2020; Feng et al.,

2021a), known as the Hash time lock contract, is a cross-chain

FIGURE 7
Blockchain architecture diagram.
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technology solution to exchange assets between chains using a hash
lock and a time lock. In this scheme, the participation of a third-
party trusted notary is not required. Both parties unlock assets
locked in smart contracts on different chains by passing hash proxies
and hash values while setting their time locks to ensure that the
operation time enables atomic operations to exchange assets. This
solution can either facilitate the transaction or make it abandoned.
The atomic swap protocol of hash locking ensures that the total
amount of assets in the same chain remains unchanged. Still, at the
same time, the use of hash locking is limited and can usually only be
used for cross-chain asset exchange and does not enable the cross-
chain transfer of assets. Hash locking is widely used in the technical
architecture of the Lightning Network, which is essentially a
mechanism for securely performing zero-confirmation
transactions using hash-time-locked smart contracts. At the same
time, time-locked contracts provide a good middle ground between
accuracy and sensitivity for Lightning Networks (Nowostawski and
Tøn, 2019). In recent years, the scheme has also been improved, and
a cross-chain asset interaction protocol based on an improved hash
time lock has been proposed. It achieves secure and seamless asset
transformation between Ethereum and consortium chain networks
and considers atomicity, fairness, and transparency (et al., 2022b).

4.2.4 Distributed private key control
Distributed private key control technology is based on a distributed

key distribution mechanism, similar to the distributed signature notary

scheme, but can further avoid the risk of centralization. Distributed
private key control technology introduces the ability to lock and unlock
digital assets in a mutually reversible manner, separating the use and
ownership of digital assets and thus managing and manipulating the
tokens on the original blockchain. Based on blockchain protocols with
built-in asset templates, new smart contracts are deployed to create new
cryptocurrency assets based on cross-chain transaction information,
thus mapping digital assets from multiple different blockchains onto a
new blockchain and enabling digital asset exchange (Patin, 2019)
between different chains on this new blockchain.

The differences between the cross-chain schemes lie mainly in how
these three steps are implemented. The main differences are in the
transmission channels and the authentication methods, so they have a
different emphasis. As the value of blockchain is continuously explored,
there will be more and more various blockchains in the future, and the
cross-chain technology connecting different blockchains will also
become more critical. Choosing the right cross-chain technology
under different scenarios and needs is the key to realizing the value
transfer and information interaction between chains.

4.3 Comparison of mainstream cross-chain
schemes

Currently, cross-chain technology still has many shortcomings,
and it is difficult for one cross-chain technology to consider various

TABLE 1 Comparison of mainstream cross-chain technologies.

Property Notary scheme Sidechain and relay Hash-locking Distributed private key
control

Representative Project Interledger/Croda Cosmo/Polkadot Lightning Network Wanchain/Fusion

Interoperability Transaction type set by the notary Transactions (transfers and
contract calls)

Transaction of transfer type Transaction of transfer type

Transaction Speed Slow Medium Slow Medium

Trust Model Majority consistent of notaries Against the 51% attack against the 51% attack against the 51% attack

Cross-chain Asset
Transfer

Support (requires long-term
notary signature)

Support Not Support Support

Cross-chain Primitives Support Support Not support direcly Support

Cross-chain Asset
Mortgage

Support (requires long-term
notary signature)

Support Mostly supported with some
difficulty

Support

Multi-currency Smart
Contracts

Difficult Difficult Not support Support

Implement Difficult Medium Difficult Easy Medium

Atomicity Notary Guarantee Contract Implementation Hash Lock/Timeout
Mechanism

Multi-signature Algorithm

Generality Platform type set by the notary Platform type set by the side chain
or relay

Lightning Network supports
Bitcoin

Support script mechanism and
Signature verification

Raiden Network supports
Ethereum

mainstream public chain, Consortium
chain

Security Low (Notary Mutual Trust
Mechanism)

Medium (Merkle Proof) Low (Hash Algorithm) Medium (Multi-Signature Algorithm)

Scalability Slightly Extensive (Notary
Decisions)

Limmited (Parallel Scaling) Extensive (Parallel Scaling) Limmited (Parallel Scaling)
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scenario uses. The challenge of next-generation cross-chain
technology is to satisfy the five aspects of capital efficiency,
security, scalability, statefulness, and speed (F et al., 2019). A
comprehensive comparison of the current mainstream cross-
chain technologies is shown below.

4.3.1 Notary scheme
The notary scheme is a scheme that uses a third-party

intermediary to implement cross-chain. A trusted third party is
responsible for verifying cross-chain information and packetizing
and forwarding transactions to both parties’ chains. This cross-chain
scheme is simple and convenient and can flexibly support a variety
of blockchains with different structures for cross-chain operations,
provided that the notary has access to the relevant parties’ on-chain
information. However, the disadvantages are also more apparent.
Although multiple signatures reduce the risk of centralization, there
is still the possibility that the notary may modify the cross-chain
information and cannot be completely decentralized, which conflicts
with the essence of blockchain.

4.3.2 Side chain and chain relay
The advantage of the side chain scheme is that it is simpler to

implement, has more application scenarios, and can also improve
the efficiency of blockchain interaction; the relay mode can be
applied to the interlinking of homogeneous and heterogeneous

chains, and different chains can be connected to relay chains,
which is a more direct way to achieve interoperability. Relay
chains can essentially be seen as a fusion and extension of the
notary and side chain scheme. Although it can negatively affect the
degree of decentralization of the blockchain network and hinder the
decentralization of the blockchain network to a certain extent
(Shahsavari et al., 2022), in contrast, it is not as risky of
centralization as the notary scheme. Relay methods support
functions such as cross-chain asset exchange, collateralization,
and cross-chain contract implementation and are relatively rich
in application scenarios. In terms of security, for the side chains
scheme, if the main chain is hacked or compromised, the side chain
can still operate, while a cyber attack on the side chain will not affect
the operation of the main chain (Uddin et al., 2021). However, it is
also important to note that side chains increase the complexity of the
network and assets, which can expose the system to the risk of new
attack vectors and centralized mining (Gudgeon et al., 2020); for the
relay scheme, the security of relay and parallel chains are affected by
each other, and when a security incident occurs in one parallel chain
within the network, there is uncertainty about the security of other
parallel chains. In addition, the implementation of relaying across
chains is complex and more difficult to develop. In the case of
Polkadot, for example, the cumbersome way the various chains are
connected is one of the key reasons why the project has been unable
to make a huge breakthrough. In addition, relaying requires that

TABLE 2 Summary of high-performance data interaction technologies.

Category Programmes Layers Technologies Representative Advantages Shortages

On-chain Block Size increasing Data Layer iexpand space within the block BIP100-109 easy and instant bifurcating

SegWit Data Layer place signatures off-chain, save
on-chain space

BIP141 safe and low cost bifurcating and limit
expandable

DAG Data Layer change storage structure to
directed concurrency

IOTA relate nodes with
transaction speed

lack formula proof

Consensus
Mechanism

Consensus Layer improve or hybrid use of
consensus protocols

high or hybrid
PoW,PoS,BFT

improve efficiency and
low energy

limit consensus
protocols

Sharding Netwok Layer node segmentation and
concurrent processing

Zilliqa parallel and fast
processing

complex cross-shard
communication

Off-chain Off-chain
Computation

Layers of Incentive,
Contract

Application

execute transactions off-chain
and audit on chain

Defi, Enigma,Truebit sufficient theoretical
support

delays and side chain
risk

State Channel Layers of Incentive,
Contract,
Application

create a private channel for
two-way data interaction

Perun, Egger ensure data privacy
and real time

hard to support large
transaction

Cross-chain Notary Scheme Layers of Incentive,
Contract

Application

validate transaction
information through third-

party

Interledger simple, support
heterogeneous chains

limit third party
notaries

Sidechain and Relay Layers of Incentive,
Contract

Application

operability and exchange
between main and side chains

Plasma, Cosmos easy implement and
apply, usable

hard to storage data
and develop

Hash-locking Layers of Incentive,
Contract

Application

time setting and mechanism
based on atomic exchange

LightningNetwork,
NCASP

improve
decentralization and

security

complex operation,
inflexible

Distributed Private
Key Control

Layers of Incentive,
Contract

Application

reversible operations for
locking and unlocking,

distribution

Fusion, Wanchain avoiding SPOF and
decentralized

hard to develop,
time-consuming
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each blockhead of the target blockchain be stored by the target
blockchain, which can entail expensive operational costs.

4.3.3 Hash-Locking
The hash locking technology originated from the Lightning

Network uses the atomic exchange to achieve cross-chain, which
can guarantee the authenticity of the information. However,
using hash locking requires the construction of multiple
transactions, which is complicated to operate (Herlihy, 2018).
In addition, there are other disadvantages as well, one of which is
that it is only applicable to the exchange of assets and not to the
transfer of assets, making it much less applicable. The other is that
there is a time lag in the transfer of assets, which can make it
unfair to the other party that the initiator of the transaction has
the power to decide whether or not to trade and thus break the
contract under unfavorable conditions (Xu et al., 2021a). The
scheme also requires the two chains to parse the contractual data
between parties, such as asset locking data, which would require a
high level of technology. In addition, if a peer-to-peer
counterparty cannot be found, it must wait and is, therefore,
less efficient.

4.3.4 Distributed private key control
The advantage of distributed private key technology is that the

private key is kept by multiple nodes, reducing the negative impact
of a failure at a single point on the whole. At the same time, it uses
multi-party computation in cryptography and threshold signature
techniques to, to a certain extent, avoid the risk of centralization
under the notary mechanism. Distributed private key control
technology can be applied to the interaction between various
chains and can complete transactions without changing the
chain, which makes its application scope wider in theory.
However, on the other hand, its strict technology also raises the
complexity of smart contracts. It increases the difficulty of contract
development, while the cumbersome verification means increases
the transaction time and reduces the transaction speed, which will be
detrimental to some instant transaction scenarios with high
requirements for transaction time. This will be detrimental to
some immediate trading scenarios that require high transaction
length.

Most blockchain systems lack interoperability features at their
inception, and cross-chain technologies need to be designed and
implemented with a focus on how to adapt to various types of
blockchains and ensure efficient and highly secure cross-chain
operations (Li et al., 2019). The existence of cross-chain
technology and cross-chain platforms currently enables the
interaction of assets and information between different
blockchain systems to a certain extent, better leveraging the value
of BT. However, at the same time, a comparison of the four
mainstream cross-chain schemes reveals that the different
schemes still do not strike a good balance between transaction
speed, decentralization and extensibility. There are still
deficiencies in block link entry rules, cross-chain protocols,
identity management, etc., which makes no single technology
able to meet the needs of all application scenarios and
application populations. The value of BT can only be fully
utilized if different technologies are used according to the needs
of different scenarios and people.

5 Conclusion and outlook

How to effectively solve the high-performance data interaction
problem of blockchain is the cornerstone to supporting the
implementation and deployment of large-scale applications,
providing low-latency and high-throughput technology support
for programmable society and smart contracts. In this paper, the
core of the blockchain high-performance data interaction
technology is reviewed and analyzed from three perspectives: on-
chain interaction technology, off-chain interaction technology, and
cross-chain interaction technology. This paper concludes that the
solution to high-performance data interaction technology cannot
rely solely on a breakthrough in one or a few critical technologies in
the blockchain and its architecture but should be considered within
the overall six-layer system architecture (YUAN Yong, 2016) of the
blockchain, as shown in Figure 7.

It should focus on the on-chain performance improvement of
the data layer, network layer, and consensus layer, combine with the
relevant off-chain computation advantages, use the state channel to
transfer part of the on-chain low-performance processing data to the
off-chain, and finally use various cross-chain technologies to break
the bottleneck of the single-chain and improve the overall
blockchain architecture performance. The differences between
different solutions mainly lie in the different ways of
implementing these three steps, among which the most
significant differences are reflected in the different transmission
channels and validation methods; thus, their focus also differs. The
details are summarized in Table 2.

As seen in Table 2, on-chain scaling technology solutions are
limited mainly by the number of nodes and transactions in the
network, with limited performance improvement and bottlenecks in
development due to the Blockchain Trilemma. Unlike on-chain
scaling solutions, which modify the blockchain architecture, off-
chain scaling techniques transfer complex computations and high-
frequency transactions off-chain and store only the final results on-
chain. However, off-chain scaling faces issues such as nodes going
offline, transaction size, and deposit locking. In addition, the security
of off-chain calculations, the verification of results of complex
calculations, and the support for complex operations (such as
smart contract invocation) are challenges that need to be
addressed by off-chain scaling technology solutions. In terms of
cross-chain technology, no cross-chain mechanism can effectively
solve various problems and apply them to various scenarios.
Therefore, considering the different focus of different cross-chain
technologies, we can look at the following two aspects and six points.

5.1 In terms of on-chain and off-chain
scaling technology

Currently, the on-chain scaling technology is considered to have
reached a performance bottleneck and cannot cope with application
scenarios that demand higher performance. At the same time, the
established underlying protocols in the blockchain system cannot be
changed much, making it impossible to make a breakthrough in the
short term in terms of block size increase and consensus protocol
improvements in on-chain scaling solutions. Consensus protocols
can build the technical mechanism of cryptocurrency and create
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their asset value in the market, which can be used to stabilize the
overall price. DAG technology and state sharding, which change the
storage structure of the blockchain, require a high level of technical
implementation and need further improvement in implementation
and deployment.

Although the off-chain scaling technology does not improve the
system’s performance from blockchain, it has been validated and
promoted by many projects due to its ability to improve on
mainstream technologies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. Off-
chain technology lacks theoretical proof, and the long
implementation period will bring certain time costs and security
risks. In the future, the development of off-chain scaling technology
will remain a mainstream approach to improving the performance
of blockchain systems, strengthening fundamental measures to
improve the authenticity of data on the chain, and enriching
profitable businesses.

Furthermore, on-chain technologies include the processing
capabilities of the main chain and the maintenance capabilities of
nodes and assets, while off-chain technologies expand off-chain
resources and data interaction and transmission methods. The zero-
knowledge proof can link these two types of technologies with
guaranteed trust and compressed computing resources. The
blockchain may become a truly decentralised network when the
complex off-chain data can be uploaded and used. At this stage, the
key research directions are cross-chain technology, high-performance
programmable technology engines and large-scale peer-to-peer
networks. Specific application scenarios must be identified for
deployment and implementation as reliable technical solutions.

5.2 In terms of cross-chain technical
optimization

First of all, clarify the access rules between different chains.
Despite the existence of many cross-chain platforms, the current
cross-chain platform requirements for different links are still
unclear, which is not conducive to promoting the formation of a
cross-chain network or managing the security of the access chain.
The examination of the security issues of the access chain is easiest to
control initially. Once a failure occurs after access, it will have an
incalculable impact on the whole cross-chain network.

Then, standardize cross-chain protocols and improve
operability between cross-chain networks. Cross-chain protocols
are the core of realizing cross-chain functions. Currently, cross-
chain protocols of different cross-chain technologies are difficult to
compatible with in terms of message formats and routing protocols,
leading to obstacles in interoperability between different cross-chain
networks. Therefore, in order to enhance the versatility and
flexibility of cross-chain protocols and connect different cross-
chain networks into a larger whole, it is necessary for blockchain
R&D institutions and standardization organizations form a
consensus in the future and jointly introduce a blockchain
foundation protocol similar to TCP/IP.

At last, improve the digital identity management system to
ensure the authenticity of the data on the chain. Although on-
chain data cannot be tampered with and is traceable, it is more
challenging to ensure the authenticity and validity of the data on-
chain. On the one hand, it is necessary to establish the
correspondence between on-chain and off-chain data through
relevant technologies such as prophecy machines; on the other
hand, it is also necessary to clarify the issue of authority and
responsibility by seamlessly connecting off-chain identity with
on-chain identity, thereby clarifying the issue of authority and
responsibility, which is also a bridge for BT towards compliance
regulation.

In general, through this review, we can not only see that
blockchain technology has great potential and prospect in the
future application of various industries, but also see the efficiency
bottleneck restricting the real large-scale application of blockchain
technology. Therefore, it is necessary to increase the research on the
governance of the blockchain network, constantly standardize the
operation rules of the blockchain network, and further break
through the bottleneck of blockchain technology in terms of
performance and efficiency, so as to finally ensure the smooth
and efficient operation of the entire blockchain network, promote
the large-scale application of blockchain technology, and truly exert
the value of blockchain technology. The content of this paper
provides a comprehensive reference for practitioners and
applications related to future blockchain performance research,
which has important practical significance.
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